The Social Media
Emperor’s New Clothes

Cost, Effort & Hype Vs. Bottom-Line Results

F

acebook’s tepid initial public offering may be the strongest indication
yet of just how many questions still surround social media. The occasion
prompted a public debate between GM and Ford over the efficacy of
advertising in the medium. Meanwhile, BIA/Kelsey is forecasting almost $10
billion in social media ad revenue by 2016.
Switching from Wall Street to Main Street, companies are flocking to social
media in droves or are being urged to do so. In a new twist on the old “How many
licks does it take to get to the center” question, businesses are starting to ask
themselves how many tweets it takes to make dollar-one in the social media space.
(Hint: The necessary calculations might have tied Einstein in knots.)
Radio stations, artists, managers and anyone else with an established business
at some point needs to know if there’s a Tootsie Roll of cash at the center
of those new hires, third-party vendors, dollars, hours and hype. Don’t they?
Country Aircheck set out in search of the elusive social media return on
investment (ROI). Here’s what we found.
Aldean. “It’s not the end-all-be-all,” she admits. “It
CLEARLY MURKY
takes all media. Being that it’s my job description
“There are more questions than answers, frankly,”
I would love to say this is the best and exactly what
says Beasley VP/Interactive Kathleen Bricketto,
you need to do, but we definitely need our TV
who obviously views the space from a radio-focused
and radio partners to really keep the
perspective. “Are we boosting the bottom
conversation going.”
line? That can be answered both ways
From the label perspective, UMG/
depending on the station, market and
Nashville VP/Marketing Tom Lord says
company. I sit in these meetings and hear it
finding that direct link between effort and
all, and the answer isn’t clear yet.”
revenue is difficult but not impossible. “It’s
Even those who are most engaged in
really about long-term brand-building,
social media, perhaps especially the most
and it’s pretty hard to give a one-to-one
engaged, have questions. “What are we
correlation,” he says. “From a social
doing to be higher in people’s feeds?”
Kathleen Bricketto
media advertising perspective, there is an
asks Girlilla Marketing President Jennie
efficiency in the way the rate card works.
Smythe. “Should we be promoting through
“Magazines, TV and radio base their rates on a costadvertising? What do you do with a big database once
per-thousand model, but social media uses cost-peryou have them? Can you keep them engaged? And if
click. You only pay when people click through on your
you start a campaign and don’t follow through, is that
messaging. You still get the millions of impressions of
more detrimental than not doing it in the first place?
those who see it but don’t click, so it’s great as a way to
We’re shifting the focus from buy-click-watch-vote to
maximize impressions while paying a minimal amount
‘What do you think about a video or photo’ or even
for click-through. From an advertising perspective,
‘Send in your own photo.’ We’re trying to engage on
that’s a very efficient way to market.”
a more emotional level. Is that the right way? I don’t
“The other side of that is it’s cluttered,” Lord
know; I struggle with it, too.”
adds. “There’s a lot going on when you’re on a social
Spalding Entertainment Dir./Digital & Online
network. That said, you’re doing a disservice to
Marketing Amanda Cates works on behalf of the
your artist if you don’t have a presence in the space,
company’s management clients including Jason

particularly for country artists. When you look at
events like CMA Music Festival, you see that fans feel
they’re a part of everything. They want to touch, feel
and be part of the community. It’s one of the reasons
country artists can have such long careers – fans buy
in for a long time. So it’s sort of your duty as an artist
to help serve that.”
Show Dog-Universal VP/Sales, Marketing & New
Media Bill Kennedy says understanding the space
is getting easier. “The metrics
for what you’re spending
are better,” he says. “It’s not
taking as long. We’re actually
demanding more and better
information. We’re pitched a
million different things all the
time. The third-party companies
with their acts together will
Amanda Cates
provide [good] information.”
For all the uncertainty surrounding social media,
Jacobs Media President Fred Jacobs offers a reminder
of its youth. “It really is early days – five years, but
that’s a speck,” he says. “So we’re still trying to get
our arms around it. There are a lot of ‘experts’ out
there groping at trying to figure out what we should
be expecting. GM announces it’s pulling its ads from
Facebook, Ford says they love Facebook. If those
behemoths are arguing about what success looks like,
a Country station in Savannah, GA is going to have to
try really hard to see it.”
RETURN KEY
CMT is one entity that’s unequivocal in its view of
social media ROI. “We gain traffic and ratings,” explains
Sr. Director/Digital Marketing and Promotion Stephen
Linn. “We sell that and that’s how we make money.”
It starts with knowing where the audience is,
and the numbers don’t lie. “Social media are
very broad, but where you want to be is very
narrow,” Linn says. “We don’t have a presence on
Foursquare or Pinterest even though their demos
may seem to match. We know our time is better
spent on Facebook and Twitter, and 11% of traffic
to CMT.com comes from Facebook. When we have
premieres, all that effort leads to higher ratings. We
can follow the hashtags and have a bunch of tools
that tell us that the social media conversation leads
to more people watching the show.
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The Social Media
“ROI is pretty trackable for us. I can’t go so far as
to put it one-to-one; I can’t be that specific. But I can
look at the amount of content we’re putting onto
social platforms and watch how many are tweeting
that, and see the referral traffic
for each content piece. I can
look at an individual worldpremiere video, where we
always see a big social bump:
8-15%. Facebook is our No.
1 traffic driver outside of the
search engines.”
Other approaches also have
Stephen Linn
demonstrated a return. “On
the music side it completely
makes sense to do geo-targeted ads around tour
dates and local events,” Smythe says. “If it’s done
correctly, it does move the needle. And the beauty of
it is you can change on a dime. Facebook is cheap,
fast and you don’t have to go through an agency or
anyone to do a small ad buy. If someone clicks, you
pay. And if not, you don’t pay. But it’s better to keep
folks on the page. We’ve seen a significant decrease
in click-throughs when we ask people to click off
Facebook to iTunes.
Cates agrees. “If you’re running Facebook
advertising or building a campaign, you can in certain
ways get a return on the investment,” she says. “When
you’re advertising tour dates on Facebook, it increases
awareness. That doesn’t mean it hasn’t gotten tricky.
There are privacy issues around how they allow you
to reach your fans. And my gut says they’re eventually
going to be charging us to reach our fans – they have
to pay for that company somehow.”
The November 2010 launch of Aldean’s My Kinda

“

merchandise sales, are easier to track. “There is
always a direct correlation with merchandise sales
on our site when we promote that item on the
socials,” Cates says. “I can definitely track all sides of
those metrics, so we can see there is a benefit there.
Tracking from a merch standpoint has allowed us
to see what does and doesn’t work when it comes to
artist e-commerce promotions.”
Sponsorships and endorsements are another way
artists may be able to see a more direct return on their
social media efforts. “Because it is that sexy tool, it’s
one of first questions we get asked when someone
is looking to partner with one of our artists,” Lord
says. “What brands are excited about and one of the
reasons they’re partnering is that they’re hoping to
piggyback on that artist’s presence. And if you have
a minimal presence, those brands might be more
tentative. If they’ve got a list of artists they’re looking
at, it could be a factor in their decision.”
AVERAGE RIGHT BRAND
While the much-ballyhooed “brand-building”
aspects of social media are admittedly light on shortterm bottom line impact, they can’t be dismissed.
“Radio stations have to readjust their focus and
priorities – not so much on how to make money, but
on how to strengthen relationships,” Jacobs says.
Jacobs Media’s recently completed Techsurvey8
shows that Country listeners report being
“constantly” on Facebook at a much higher rate
than listeners to other formats. “It’s important to
take that opportunity to strengthen relationships
now before Pandora, satellite pure-plays and others
go after your audience,” Jacobs says. “And you can
absolutely use it to grow your audience. When we
asked how likely survey respondents would be to
recommend a station to a friend or family member,

or is it more about simply connecting better with an
existing fan base? “Both, but it definitely depends
where you are in your career,” Kennedy says. “For
new acts it’s a developmental tool. In a lot of
cases, you can get out in front of things and radio
will catch up. It’s more of a commercial tool for
established artists.”
“When you’re building a base as a young artist,
you’re obviously not looking to immediately make the
investment back,” Lord adds. “For new artist it’s about
standing out. Consumers are fed new music and artists
all the time, and social media is an opportunity to
show your personality.”
Advertising or promotions intended to grow the
group may not be effective, however. “I wouldn’t
buy likes on Facebook because it’s not just about
quantity, it’s about quality,” Lord says. “It might be
better to see steady growth with an artist list because
then you may be able to expect
that they are dedicated fans.”
Smythe doesn’t mince words.
“When I see people doing
‘forced likes,’ it makes me want
to blow my brains out. We’ve all
liked something to get a piece
of content, then you end up
having to hide them from your
Tom Lord
feed. Forced likes don’t work in
real life. You can’t force someone to be your friend.
Why would it work online?”
PATIENCE EVER CHEW
Even a large, sophisticated media company like
CMT didn’t convert effort to results overnight. “It
took years to reach the point where that many people
were coming to CMT.com from Facebook,” Linn says.
“We didn’t see that until we were two years in.”

GM announces it’s pulling its ads from Facebook; Ford
says they love Facebook. If those behemoths are arguing
about what success looks like, a Country station in
Savannah, GA is going to have to try really hard to see it.

Party included a significant Facebook promotion. “We
streamed the entire album on Facebook and branded
it around the pre-order with iTunes,” Cates explains.
“We more than doubled our fan growth rate on
Facebook during the promotional period.” She admits
a direct boost in album sales is hard to quantify. “The
reporting is definitely not as great as it could be. All
of this is relatively new and definitely was back in
2010. A lot of times you’re waiting on the reporting
technology to catch up with what you’re doing. iTunes
has yet to share any consumer data with artists, so
tracking promotions with them has been difficult.”
Other social media initiatives, such as artist

–Fred Jacobs

the scores for Country are huge.
“Unlike in the old days, when we looked at the
audience as one-man, one-vote in terms of the diary
or meter, everybody in the audience has an audience.
If you tap into the influential listeners, and they can
be identified – active, high recommenders who want
a relationship with the station – you can target those
brand advocates to get the word out. Even stations
that don’t have a great deal of resources can tap into
these fans. If you put the right content in front of
them, you really have the potential to get well beyond
your cume.”
Can artists and labels expect to build an audience

Beasley’s Kathleen Bricketto offers one social solution aimed at immediate sales growth:
“Old-school radio endorsements are the highest level of social media,” she explains. “And that’s
why, at its simplest, selling a broadcast personality endorsement with a social media extension
can grow revenue for you.”
The first step, Bricketto asserts, is to stop using social media as a value-added throwaway.
“If a client asks if we can put them on Facebook, we should say no. Because if we just throw a
mention up on our wall, we’ve discounted something for which we’re not yet really sure of its
value. It doesn’t seem like a big deal to throw in a tweet
and a post, but nobody understands that value. Plus, we
owe it to our friends or followers not to annoy the living
daylights out of them.”
Instead, a social component should be added to
top-tier endorsements. “The sales team should be
going to our top clients – people who want to do longterm business – and adding social media to those top
personality packages with an ask for more money. I look at it as a fifth daypart.
“Say you’re selling a morning show personality for a quick weight-loss account,” she says.
“Now you can create an online video and link to Facebook and Twitter feeds on the video
page and charge an extra $1,500 a month. You’re not just offering that position, you’re
allowing them to block competitors. So it’s not an option, and it needs to be a long-term
commitment. Don’t give an endorsement without that component. Tell the client they’ll be
more successful if the package includes this.
“And it just doesn’t make sense unless you build it around the higher profit zones. You can’t
give it to the guy who walks in off the corner with $2,000 in his pocket. Turn the bigger brands’
obsession with social media into revenue. Limit the supply, create higher demand.”
Communicating the idea properly is the key. “The missing gap is at the sales manager
level if they don’t think like that,” Bricketto concludes. “Many will sell endorsements and
never consider adding that component and charging for it. But the rep doesn’t even really
have to understand it. It’s just a line item in the package.”

RADIO:

ENUMERATING
ENDORSEMENTS
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A long view demands consistency and an
understanding of tone. “If you get into it thinking
that if you put something on Facebook they’re
going to buy your albums, you’ll probably fail,”
Linn adds. “Social media is relationship-building,
and then you can get them to where you want them
to go.
“The difference between an audience and a
community is which way the chairs are pointing.
We’re really good at the audience part, but we’ve had
to turn the chairs around. When we do, that’s when
we’re successful.”
It starts within the company. “Communication
is so important,” Bricketto says. “What does
the broadcaster want? Each company has to
strategize. If you leave it to individual PDs, some
might embrace social media, some might not.
And whatever you do, you can’t dominate in five
seconds. It has to be a focus.”
As a category, social media
aren’t going away, so maybe its
best to get in the habit now.
“You have to look at long-term
growth, and it’s something
we’re going to constantly
have to do,” Cates says. “As
the world grows smaller and
Bill Kennedy
the Internet keeps growing,
it’s just going to play a bigger
role in how we do business. But you shouldn’t put
your allegiance all in one place. Facebook may have
difficulties, and the next big thing may be right
around the corner.”
ANTE VIRAL
If there’s a social media holy grail, it’s the viral
video. “We can create content videos, webisodes and
interviews, but it’s hard to get those to take off beyond
your core folks,” Lord says. “But we are able to share
those with gatekeepers. We did a David Nail webisode
series around his tryout with the Cardinals a couple
years back. It was a cute series and something to
send to programmers in the hope it helps build that
personality. Still, it’s hard to use socials as a starting
point to propel traditional media because you can’t
manufacture that resonant event.”
Country’s biggest viral event certainly benefited
from social media. Toby Keith’s “Red Solo Cup” likely
could have been a sensation in the pre-social media
days, but perhaps to a lesser extent. “It still happens,
but probably slower and with less impact,” Kennedy says

The Social Media
of the hypothetical. “We were so far out in front with
that. The single peaked top 10, but the impact based
on our format and for an artist who is 15 albums into
his career – you just don’t see that. We put significant
resources into social media to build awareness.”
Social media is rarely the whole story when it
comes to virals, however. “If you look at the streams
on the Rebecca Black song, it ‘went viral’ when CNN
and the Today show did stories about her and how

“

tells you they’re going to create something that’s going
to go viral, they’re lying. There is no formula. Things
that go viral tend to be funny, honest and entertaining.
Things that are designed to go viral usually aren’t.”
GATE REAPERS
Driving fans from the open social media
fields into more controlled spaces is a winning
strategy. “I’m so skeptical about the longevity
of any of these social networks,” Smythe says.
“We concentrate on using them as a wide net,
something that’s fleeting and not a destination.

”

The difference between an
audience and a community is which
way the chairs are pointing.

it was going viral,” Linn explains. “When ‘Red Solo
Cup’ was put up online, it was doing well and got a
buzz. They seeded it, we pushed it a little bit on-air,
word-of-mouth and radio took off and it spread like
it never would have otherwise. If they had only put
it online and never done anything else, it wouldn’t
have spread the way it did.
“Things take on a life of their own differently than in
the pre-social media days,” Linn continues. “If anyone

–Stephen Linn

It’s a place to engage super-fans, but at the end
of the day, we hope they come to the show, visit
the website or sign up for the email or mobile list
so we can effectively reach them. Bring them into
the gated community. Facebook can’t be the one
destination. We lived through MySpace, and it
would be foolish to act other wise.”
“That’s my full goal,” Cates adds. “Socials are
more of a tool where I want to engage fans and

SOCIAL NETWORK NUGGETS
Our panel offers a few tips and thought-starters
“One of the processes we suggest is a staff inventory. It’s not uncommon that there are
people in traffic, production, sales or elsewhere with really strong social skills. You’ve got to
be resourceful identifying people in the building or connected to the station who can help
you in this area.” (Jacobs)
“Have a content distribution plan. One thing we do for music franchises and some video
premieres is shoot some behind-the-scenes segments with the artists, then put a minute and
10 seconds on Facebook to promote it. The social media audience is unique; there’s a shorter
attention span. It all boils down to good content.” (Linn)
“Whatever you do, be active on Facebook. The others can wait or be utilized with a more efficient
coverage approach.” (Jacobs)
“It can’t always be, ‘Go buy my single. Go buy my album.’ That’s a one-way relationship.
Engage your followers and allow them to share with you. Not every artist is going to open
themselves up to that, but it’s about creating a relationship.” (Lord)
“We all have websites, but 80 million people are hitting Facebook for 20-60 minutes a day.
Those people may not be thinking of my website, so the idea is to direct them there.” (Cates)
“If you sound like you’re a company, you’ll be ignored. It has to be a conversation in the tone of the
community.” (Linn)

pull them in. If I can sell them tickets through an
app I’ve created or pull them into the website, I get
the info. Anytime you have a fan’s information and
can track purchasing patterns through the website
and socials, it gives you a lot
more flexibility.”
Assertions that the
behavior patterns of social
and cell-connected young
people spell inevitable doom
for old media are probably
off-base. “If that were the
case, why is the TV upfront
Jennie Smythe
business still relatively
healthy?” Kennedy asks. “A
lot of it has to do with the election, but if you’re
trying to buy fourth-quarter TV right now, better
check those rates. Print is pretty much done, but the
viability of TV and radio is fine.”
And even a huge social media presence offers
no guarantees. Smythe is almost incredulous at the
notion: “The question that comes up four times a
week is if we have, say, 14 million Nickelback fans,
‘What can we expect in terms of money coming in?
How many will buy the album?’ Uh, count on zero.
There’s no conversion! I don’t know who they are
or where they go to buy ... if they do. Facebook owns
that information. Much like the complaints we’ve all
heard about radio, they’re leveraging an audience and
building their business on the backs of the artists. We
don’t share in the information, we don’t share in the
profits. We’d be silly not to use it, but here we are.”
PUZZLE PEACE
Placing social media efforts in the right spot on the
marketing spectrum is still tricky. “It comes down to
professional managers and owners looking at resources
and making decisions,” Jacobs says. “First and foremost
is taking care of the mother ship. For radio, if social
media activities are obscuring or eroding time you’d
spend making sure the on-air sound is spectacular, you
need to address that.”
“You should expect ROI,
and while that may come, the
space is just too immature right
now,” Jacobs continues. “But if
everybody in country music is
going to be at a party, you’d be
there in heartbeat. At the end
your boss might say, ‘How much
money did you make?’ And you’d
Fred Jacobs
say, ‘Well, I didn’t make any
money that night, but I made a
lot of great connections that could lead to that.’ That’s
what this is, for the time being. There’s a big party and
the vast majority of your listeners are there.”
Smythe adds, “Remain steadfast and true to who
you are and what you do. Don’t let the technology
sway you. Use it to suit your needs and don’t worry
about what the other guy is doing.”
Linn sums it up: “If it’s not a significant part of
the plan, the plan won’t be as successful as it would
be with it. It’s not a cure-all. But if you have a good
product, good content and work hard to place it and
connect, it will help.” 			
CAC

